PULLING FOR BUSINESS GROUP TO FLEX OUR REGION’S MUSCLE

It’s good to see South Florida’s three major chambers of commerce join hands to address key issues facing our region because given the challenges we face, our business community needs a bigger bullhorn.

When business leaders get involved, politicians listen, as they did last year after the CEOs of Orvis and Maverick Boats met with then-Gov. Rick Scott and legislative leaders to explain how Lake Okeechobee’s runoff was hurting their businesses, which hurts jobs.

Imagine the impact South Florida businesses could have on other regional challenges if they sang from a shared songbook on the public stage. Add in their employees and you’ve got a chorus that couldn’t be ignored.

Frankly, South Florida doesn’t get the respect it deserves. Our three counties — Palm Beach, Broward and Miami-Dade — send a lot more money to Tallahassee and Washington D.C. than we get back for roads, water projects, affordable housing, courts, social services and more.

Just this year, we could only watch as state lawmakers raided the affordable housing trust fund for other priorities and decided to spend future transportation dollars on three new tollroads through the boondocks.

South Florida is too soft-spoken. We need to carry a bigger stick. So this new regional business collaborative, called the South Florida Business Council, is welcome news.

Sure, the region has plenty of muscular business groups, including the Greater Fort Lauderdale Alliance, the Business Development Board of Palm Beach County and the Miami-Dade Beacon Council. But economic development groups get public money to attract or retain businesses, they’re reluctant to join the public debate for fear of biting the hand that feeds them.

Broward also has the Broward Workshop, a group of CEOs that weighs in on some public policy issues, though not at the scope or scale proposed by this regional collaborative.

The goal is not to duplicate the work of the economic development groups, said Dan Lindblade, president of the Greater Fort Lauderdale Chamber of Commerce, during a meeting with the Sun Sentinel Editorial Board. “But somebody has got to lead.”

Anyone who doubts the power of a business group to lead its region’s progress should take a look at Orlando, Inc., the powerhouse business group that keeps Central Florida at the front of the line when state spending decisions are made.

The success of Orlando Inc. — which unlike South Florida’s new collaborative, includes county economic development groups — spurred the Tampa Bay Partnership to similarly muscle up its region’s influence.

“Regionalism is something that we’ve seen in other communities that have been highly effective, whether it’s wooing a new business, going to Tallahassee or Washington D.C. on certain issues, or just improving the quality of life here,” said Christine Barney of rbb Communications in Miami-Dade, who chairs the new council.

“There’s an awful lot the three counties should work on together to be more efficient and to have a stronger voice, especially against competitors like the Orlando corridor. When they come in together, they have more of an impact. So we need to be standing together.”

Hear, hear.

“Mobilizing the business community cannot be a bad thing,” said former Fort Lauderdale Mayor Jack Seiler, the group’s chairperson-elect. “So many times the business community sits on the sidelines on some of these very major public policy issues. Now you have leadership in all three counties saying, ‘We’re not going to sit on the sidelines.’

The regional effort to land Amazon’s HQ2 inspired the three chambers to work together on other regional issues, while remaining competitive on local deals. The arrival of the go-fast inter-city train formerly called Brightline also crystallized the region’s connectedness. So did the South Florida Regional Climate Compact, which coordinates sea-level rise projections across county lines. So, too, did The Invading Sea, the editorial board collaborative of South Florida’s three major newspapers, which is raising awareness about sea-level rise.

Not only is this business collaborative a needed shot in the arm for South Florida’s political muscle, it could also be good for chamber business. For like service clubs, religious institutions and fraternal organizations, the digital era also has disrupted chambers of commerce. With businesses having so many more ways to network and reach customers, chambers are struggling to attract and retain membership.

But joining the chamber could become a lot more attractive if members are given a chance to be heard on — and help address — the challenges facing our communities.

When the council broke ground four months ago, committees from each chamber — the Greater Miami Chamber of Commerce, the Greater Fort Lauderdale Chamber of Commerce and the Chamber of Commerce of the Palm Beaches — deliberated which issues to tackle first.

“Right now the weather, which affects every aspect of our lives, is something that everyone is thinking about,” said Alan Korn of the Greater Miami Chamber. “It’s a big issue that’s going to define us.”

That means the board will start with climate change, because that’s something that everyone has to deal with. But it’s also something that everyone can deal with. By working together, we can make a difference.”

This editorial was written by the Sun Sentinel Editorial Board.
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